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Foucault is one of the most brilliant stars in the postmodern trend of thoughts. He 
pursues change and creates novelty in all his life,and leaves us rich spirit and culture 
legacy.Therefore,Foucault is one person that is not left out in the research of contemporary 
philosophy and science of human and society We want to spy on the deep connotation of 
Foucault`s thoughts from the special angle of philosophy of science and technology.The 
dissertation is composed of three chapters. 
The first chapter discusses the relation between the thoughts of Foucault and the 
research tradition of France science thoughts,introduces some historians of science and 
philosophers of science who affece much more the thoughts of Foucault,and expounds 
Foucault`s thoughts of science history.The conclusion is that Foucault is deeply affected 
by culture tradition of France scientific history and pioneers the new paradigm of 
scientific history researches. 
The second chapter analyzes Foucault`s thoughts in philosophy of science and 
philosophy of technology.His discourse theory and knowledge archaeology enlighten the 
research of philosophy of science and technology.His power/knowledge theory affects 
much more philosophy of science.Foucault makes science,technology,knowledge,power 
and subject one body,discovers their interaction ways and driving systems,and deepens the 
understanding of technology essence. 
The third chapter discusses Foucault`s thoughts of society of science and 
technology.The thoughts of Foucault is one great link in the development process of 
society of science and technology.Foucault deeply excavates the social functions of 
science and technology.It is special and worth drawing lessons that he studies the society 
of science and technology in the sense of discourse practice,context 
symbol,metaphor,context and rhetoric etc.  
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为检索词，检索项为“篇名/关键词/摘要”，模式为“模糊匹配”，从 1979 年到 2005
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